Regulatory updates at your fingertips.
e-PAL (Electronic Producer All-lines Licensing service) is an online information hub powered by Vertafore that provides accurate and up-to-date answers to all your compliance questions. Get access to the latest regulatory information across the U.S. with the industry’s most comprehensive resource for insurance and securities licensing.

Key benefits
- Centralized source for insurance compliance information
- Execute compliance tasks faster and more accurately
- Quickly reference information for 54 jurisdictions
- Complete and submit forms within e-PAL
- Adapt to changing regulations with weekly updates

Regulatory reference tool
Instead of searching through each state website, obtain all the up-to-date information you need in one place, structured by state and topic.

Quickly look up
- Appointment rules
- Current licensing renewal forms, fees, payment options, and due dates
- Securities registration requirements
- Information summaries for submitting forms
- Instructions for obtaining new licenses and making changes to existing licenses
- Pre-license education, continuing education, and exam requirements

"Sircon helps us avoid non-compliance fines through the use of e-PAL where we can look up all regulations."

AVP Client Services, Regional Life Carrier

Lines
e-PAL provides information for a broad spectrum of carriers and lines:
- Property and casualty
- Life, health, and variable products
- Securities
- Adjuster
- Credit
- Limited lines
- Surplus lines

Additional benefits

**e-PAL bulletin newsletter**
- Weekly updates on news impacting the insurance industry.
- Compiled from a range of information sources.
- Receive priority access to industry information before anyone else.

**Support from regulatory experts**
- Hotline access when you need answers from an expert.
- Quick links connect to state departments of insurance, producer lookups, state insurance statutes, and rules & regulations pages.
- Special research projects for complex questions.

Contact us for more information or call 800.444.4813
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